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11lJlE will be brief in the remarks with wh~ch it is our duty
W to fill up the allotted space, attending strictly to

I business, and leaving what men may seek of gilded
literaryisms to be supplied in the generous efforts of our
gifted contributors. We are very glad to observe the
literary enthusiasm at present obtaining throughout the
School, and hope it may continue.

It has been decided to publish an index with each
volume, to facilitate references in the bound volumes, and
accordingly we print here~n the index for 1903-4.

The Sports will appear, as usual, in our next.

We must congratulate Langaard and Gater on so nobly
sustaining the School's pugilistic reputation at Aldershot:
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it is a pity that we shall not have them with us £01' another
Easter term; but we are confident that there will never be
wanting amongst us others both eager and able to emulate
their achievements.

All Old Days and many others will regret the retire
ment of Messrs. Blake, Tapsfield and Lyne from the
Preparatory School, and no less deeply will be felt the loss
of :Miss Leigh-Clare from the Sanatorinm, especially amongst
those of us-and our name is legion-who have experienced
her tender sympathy under this present monstrous regiment
of measles! We will then wish them all good-bye, hoping
thatwhithersoever they go their loyalty and kindheartedness
may be as warmly appreciated as in past days at Sherborne.

AN APPEAL.

The writer of this narrative was sleeping (in his bed),
\Vhen he was rudely wakened by the entrance of - a head!
[The writer's a teetotaller, for credence here he begs]
It entered very slowly, but it hadn't any legs!
In fact, it hadn't anything besides its chest and head,
, I'm breakable,' it murmured, as it stood beside the bed.
The writer then, recovering a little from his fright,
Began to look more closely at this spectre of the night;
Its aged face was seared with lines, its eyes were sad and dim;
The writer looked enquiring and the spectre spoke to him;
'My name,' it said, 'is Temple, and my occupation, Bust,
I sadly need assistance and you'll help me, sir, I trust.
I came into existence, oh, so many months ago
That I've almost forgotten all the days I was' on show,'
But all I can remember I will tell you. \Vhen you hear
How I was made by expert hands you'll grant me just one tear.
Now you must know my early days passed in a studio
Where I was chiselled into life and blood (!) began to flow,
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They placed me on a pillar then and left me in a hall
Where people came to look at me and praised me one and all.
And there I stayed for many days and loved the life full well,
But evil days are sure to come~misfortune on me fell.
One day those people ceased to come, and others came instead
And took me from my pillar and the happy life I led.
They put me in a wooden box [They'd stuft'd it well before,
It fills my mouth, it pricks my back, my eyes and ~ ugh, that

straw!J
They hammered at that wooden box and nearly drove me mad,
They put me in a jolting train and that was just as bad,
They've left me in a draughty room, where I shall stay for.

years:
And here the spectre quite broke down, and melted into tears.
The help he asked was soon assured, his ills should be undone,
The spectre poured a flood of thanks, when-Boom~the clock

struck one.
It vanished, but its words remained 'You'll help me, sir, I trust.'
He helped Shirburnians while he lived, will they despise his

Bust?

[The Spectre seems to have appeared to someone
else with the desired result.-Ed.J

A FIRST REHEARSAL.

Scene: The Big Schoolroom. The hard, polished floor
admirably represents' mossy ground and luxurious herbage:
The benches make ideal 'nooks and crannies' for the' pre
histories.' In the centre is a battered form, which acts as the
, massive stone altar,' and close to it an antique waste-paper
basket gives an adequately whimsical representation of a ' clear
pool.' Outside a band of jovial monks are drawn up, ready to
enter chanting a psalm in unison. ' How are we going to start
in the same key? ' asks one. 'That's remote speculative' (this
from a learned member of the VIth). 'Let's sing in parts,
you've a falsetto voice: 'Also a false set 0' teeth: ' Can't we
ride pick-a-back ? ' 'I'm going to put up an umbrella; it will
rain cats and dogs when we begin in there.' Such remarks
follow hard upon each other. The monks ponder over the last,
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and wonder if they really are within range of the audience.
Meanwhile the scene within, as seen from without, opens in rare
sporting style. In the distance the chieftain is seen to enter
with two attendants, who indulge in 'playful badinage.' He
advances majestically and throws his walking-stick at some
thing. But what? The two attendants rush forward with a
marvellous great shriek and bring to him the slain deer (a
bright yellow cushion) and lay it 'spirantem' on the altar.
, Hush! Ready!' cries the leader of the monks and starts
singing. No.2 with a magnificent effort backs him up three or
four tones flat, and the rest follow on various notes in various
keys. A tambourine alone is needed to complete a really first
class ready-made-in-Germany kind of Salvation Army. Having
reached the altar St. Aldhelm stops, and the monks stand round
waiting for applause and possibly coppers-that also' remote
speculative.' Disappointed in this, and somewhat crestfallen,
'contincuere omnes intentique ora tenebant '; but not for long:
soon finding the serious and dignified dialogue of their revered
and holy father with the chieftain somewhat dull.(especially as
this is mostly' subito dicendo '), they turn their attention to
other matters, metaphorically seekir.g whom they may devour.
'Can anyone punt?' gurgles No. I, ramming a pole through
the' clear pool.' 'Don't fall in,' whispers No. 2 in a frightened
voice. 'Here you are; you be a dancing bear,' was the happy
inspiration of No. 4, putting the pole into his neighbour's hands
and tying his monk's girdle round his neck. 'My children,'
began the unsuspecting-aforesaid-holy-father, turning round
suddenly. ' Anyone who laughs will be turned out,' he added.
, No, no,' broke in the stage manager, ' that's not in the text
Oh, I see!' Relieved to find that his meaning has at last sunk
in, St. Aldhelm continued his dialogue, when suddenly from the
, nooks and crannies' rush out the' prehistorics ' like so many
'Sime Beasts.' 'Me miserum,' begins the learned monk, but
fails to finish, for No. I in panic has dropped the hammer on his
toe, and the end of his remark is quite irrelevant. Now that the
prehistoric females are on, the fun begins. Toques, fichous,
yokes, insertions and bear-skins are the only topics. 'Ladies,'
gasps the half-frenzied stage-manager,' you are not saving
Rome: 'A" Capitol" joke,' murmurs No. 6 sympathetically.
Meanwhile the other monks have been making frantic efforts to
raise the' massive stone.' In its present form it weighs a few
pounds. 'Look how weak their arms are,' jeer the prehistoric
damsels, I shall we come and help?' 'Yes, rather,' cry all the
monks together, forgetting their holy father and holy calling in
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the thrilling moment. With bowed backs and straining
muscles, the veins in their foreheads standing out like knotted
cords, and with ghastly grimaces the monks continue their
efforts. Suddenly a cry of' the Ropes are breaking' causes each
one to jump back in fright. When the' grovel' has formed up
again, St. Aldhelm gently chides them. 'April 1st' suggests
No. 4, but their' father' takes no notice. 'My children, how is
it. .. .' ' Pretty fair for after supper, I think,' whispers No. 3.
, Oh! my flexor sublimis digitorum,' groans No. 5, and St.
Aldhelm sprinkles drops of the waste-paper-basket-I mean the
'clear pool '-over the ropes, but nothing happens, as the monks
pull the wrong end of the ropes and prevent them from becoming
taut. The admiring prehistoric females, however, are in a de
lightfully encouraging mood, and with loud squeals of 'A
miracle, a miracle,' seek their' nooks and crannies' with incred
ible agility. Continuing their inspired efforts, the monks at last
set the stone up on end. 'Too far forward,' breaks in the stage
manager, and a smirking disciple calmly lifts it back with one
hand. The prehistoric females again come forward at St.
Aldhelm's bidding and sit round him on the' mossy ground' in
rippling circles of gigglous admiration. 'My son, have you
your chisel and hammer? ' asks the holy father. 'Ay, father,
rather,' chortles the delighted' son.' He waves his weapons
majestically (just to let us know it) and asks in a loud whisper
'What shall I carve?' 'Cave canem 'suggests one. 'S.P.Q.R.'
• Mother Seagull's Soothing Syrup.' 'Dr. \Villiams' Pink Pills
-Eh? \Vhat?' Numerous and valuable suggestions are
offered. 'Yours is not a facetious part,' growls a prehistoric
warrior, rapping a little monk over the head. 'Duke est desip.... '
whimpers the culprit, dodging behind the stone. "Tis done,
father,' howls the triumphant sculptor in strident tones. 'No,
no' (this from a stage-manager), 'that's not the way. Do it
like this.' The latter pulls himself together, adjusts his cuffs,
and, with a sweep and a bow majestical beyond words, performs
the part. 'See, see? ' he asks, and repeats the delicate manceu
vre with unparallelled skill a second and a third time. 'Alright,
get out of the way and let m~ have a turn,' growls the sculptor as
he waddles. ' ... You mllst walk sideways,' breaks in the stage
manager once more. 'Imagine you're a crab,' suggests an en
thusiast in the background, and this device pulls him through.
Suddenly the King and Queen enter with a variegated retinue
of attendants tall and short, fat and thin, sober and frivolous,
the whole effect being indescribably gorgeous. In front are four
pages who alternately giggle and nervously scratch their heads.
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All gaze in admiration and awe at the splendour of the sight,
when a sudden groan from behind causes everyone to turn
and find that the famishing disciple next the' stone' has eaten
half the ivy-wreath with which a faIr prehistoric damsel has
crowned it. After a time he recovers (another miracle) and the
play continues. The rest of the scene, however, is of little
interest. The grandeur of the scenery, the aforesaid' mossy
ground,' the heathen altar, the' clear pool,' and the impressive
solemnity of the occasion are like a wondrous dream. But good
dreams never last, and the voice of the stage-manager' Next
rehearsal next Friday' wakes one to realize that the' mossy
ground' is but hard-polished floor, the' clear silvery pool' is but
an antique waste-paper-basket, and that one is not a jovial monk,
but a ' mere worm' thoroughly' fed up with the whole bloomin'
show.'

A LEGEND OF ST. ALDHELM.

A chieftain stood in the midst of a wood,
Hardy of hand and of muscle was he;

He was hunting the buck and hadn't much luck,
And felt as bad tempered as he could be.

He suddenly spied, on his left hand side
In the midst of a thicket, an antlered head.

Twang went the string, on its deadly wing
Flew the arrow, and down it fell dead, dead, dead;

Then up he ran, his booty to scan,
And, being a very religious man,
His sins to atone he found an old stone
Long sacred, and down with many a groan
He dumped the deer on the altar there.
(How they're going to rhyme I'm not very clear,
But it's too late to alter them now I fear:
No pun I intend.) From end to end

With his jack-knife he slit up the venison,
Praying the while in his heathen style

To V\foden and Thor for a benison.

St. Aldhelm was a holy wight,
And a holy wight was he ;
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The skin of his back with continual thwack
He ripped and tore every night and more,
And by flagellation and contemplation
Had gained repute of great sanctitee.

And now in the \Vest
\Vith peculiar zest

He counted the heathen far and near;

In fact old Nick
Had to look pretty slick,

\Vhen the Saint was by, to leave his road clear.
At this time \\ith a band
Of disciples to hand

The saint was marching through Dorset land,
And their souls to calm
Or to keep themselves warm

On this journey they chanted the twenty-third psalm.

O'er heath and hill, o'er meadow and rill
Nasally chanting they wandered still,
Till, close at hand, they saw with a bland
Smile the aforesaid chieftain stand.
And the chant they intended to start again
They brought to a close with a quick' Amen.'

And' How do you do ? ' and' Good morning! ' too
St. Aldhelm said (They're a pattern to you,
The Saint's good manners. 'Tis perfectly right
That even a saint should talk polite.
The Adverb would p'raps be more strictly right.)
, But what in the deuce are you going to do ? '

Said the chieftain, ' And who the dickens are you?
But suffice it to say this fortunate day .

To \Voden and Thor, the gods of war,
A sacrifice due I'm going to pay.'

And' \Voe is me,' St. Aldhelm said,
As in his hands he buried his head,
And in a trice, slipping a slice
Of onion into his handkerchief
(If he had one), he slyly put it to his eye,
And began to cry and snivel and sniff.
, And is it true? And is it true
That this yOll really intend to do?
In Christian Briton, I never,' said he,
, Imagined that such a thing could be.'

39
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, 0 holy father, a man must live,
Peccavi, peccavi, forgive, forgive,'
The chieftain said, and looked quite sad;
'Alright,' said the Saint, 'cheer up, my lad.'
But promise me true or else you'll rue
Your former idolatry, this to do.
Come hither, Petruscus, Anselmus, and you!
What the saint says is-' Off with your laces'
[He meant those ropes which they used for braces]
'Fasten them on to the top of the stone,
No more for an altar its use shall be,
Heave ho, my hearties!' (It is not known
Whether the Saint had been to sea.)

The stone was heavy, and rather blue
They looked at the job they had to do.
Around the summit they fastened it; 'Come, it
Isn't so heavy,' the Saint said. Whew!
They pulled and toiled, and sweated, and mailed,
Till the stone was raised by a foot or two.

The Saint stood by. All went well, till a cry
From Anselmus of' D-, can't you see there's a cram;
It's crushing my foot into strawberry jam!
You silly old codger, of all the old cussed
Idiots, look out there, the rope's going to bust.'
, Hold hard! ' said the Saint, and all in a twinkle,
He went to the stream which close by did tinkle,
And with a few drops of the water did sprinkle
The ropes which once more went taut without crinkle.

, One more heave, lads; Come now, bend your backs to it, bend.
One tug, and there stood the stone straight up on end.

Up stepped the sculptor with skilful hand;
With Holy Cross the stone did he brand.
'No more, no more, shall Woden and Thor,
The gods of war, have sacrifice, or
Burnt offering here, but here I swear
An abbey to found. 'Tis sacred ground
And if, friend, you your sins to rue
Don't wish, then you must faithfully do
Annual penance; swear to me true:
6id., man, buy a " flagellum,"
I'd lend you my own, but that all saddlers sell 'em.'
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Clear stream here doth flow,
And as long as the sun

Makes its course, in this place,
When all's said and done,

Here I found and decree shall perpetually be,
Sherborne Abbey and Monasteree.

MORAL.

And when, reader, you have got something to do,
Some job like Petruscus and Anselmus too,
'Which you don't like the look of much, readily lend
Your aid, and be sure 'twill come right in the end.
, Remember St. Aldhelm, and be't late or soon,
Be sure to remember the 13th of June:

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v O.SS.

Played on the Upper on December 17th. No notes of the
game exist, but it has been thought necessary that some record
of the score should be left for future reference. The O.SS. were
represented by a tremendously powerful side, while the School
had some half-dozen of their team away. Everyone knows the
immense difficulties which have to be surmounted in getting up
a scratch side, but it seems a great pity nevertheless that such a
hopelessly strong O.S. SIde should, under the circumstances,
have been got together. This match never is, nor has been,
popular, and such unequal games as the one we watched last
term will scarcely tend to make it so. From start to finish there
was only one side in it. The School forwards without Langaard
and others, were greatly outweighted; the outsides never got the
ball from the grovel, and when they did manage to pick it up in
loose, their display with their depleted ranks against much faster
and better opponents was something more than painful. Adamson
and Mac\Vhirter both played very well at half for the O.SS.,
and all their forwards were good. The final score was; O.SS.,
2 goals, 4 tries (22 pts), School nil.
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Played on the Third on March IIth, the Lower Ground
being unfit for play. \Vhatever doubts may have been entertained
before the match as to the result, they were quickly dispelled
when it was seen that the School House had to play against the
terrific wind blowing from the Yeovil end of the ground. By
playing themselves to a standstill in the first half they managed
to keep out their opponents (with one exception), but in the
second half the Two Cock grovel, who had taken matters fairly
easily with the wind in their favour, did just as they liked in the
tight or the open. Outweighted, outplayed, and' spent,' the
School House forwards could do nothing. \Vith the advantages
they possessed it is inconceivable why the Two Cock outsides
didn't pile up a big score: with the exception of Ley, who
played exceedingly well, all their attacks lacked sting, the passing
was slow, and Barrow's efforts to run outside Smith always left
the latter with two men to collar him. The House outsides were
splendid in defence, especially Sanctuary, but they never had a
chance of attacking. The Two Cock grovel was magnificent,
particularly in the open, where l\Iorrison continually had to stop
dangerous rushes.

Bennett kicked off for the House, and Hornidge returned
with a long punt which failed to reach touch. 1\Iorrison's kick
was charged down by Ley, and a race for the ball ended in Plant
saving close to the posts. From the drop out Ley returned, a
grovel ensuing close to the House line, whence Leeds relieved
with an exce!lent kick into touch. From the line out the Two
Cock forwards began a dangerous rush headed by Rutherfurd
and :Nlansel-Pleydell, but Hodges stopp~d them, and from the
ensuing grovel Ley made a good opening, the ball travelling as
far as Barrow, who was smothered by Sanctuary and Bennett.
Another forward rush brought the ball close to the House lines,
where a free kick was awarded to the House for' leg up' in the
grovel. Very little was gained by the kick, but a series of grovels
gained ground tor the House, when Daniel relieved with a useful
dribble. l\Iansel-Pleydell and Home were prominent in the
open and matters looked dangerous for the House when Morrison,
picking up smartly, relieved with a good kick into touch. Further
grovels in mid-field ensued, Stewart, Hempson, and \Vard doing
good work, till Ley with a long punt put the School on the attack,
and lVIorrison failing to gather, the House had to save. Bashall
dropped out splendidly, and Barrow found touch near half-way.
From ensuing grovels the School halves repeatedly fed their
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three-quarters, but there was no sting about their attack. As it
was, Sanctuary i, Plant i, and Bennett easily broke up the attack.
From loose play in the School House twenty-five the School
forwards made a dangerous rush which carried the ball close to
the House line. Here Bennett i, picking up, slipped in trying
to find touch, and Bennett ii getting possession of the ball dashed
over with a good try. The kick failed from a difficult angle (3-0).
~'vlansel-Pleydell returned the drop out, a grovel ensuing in
midfield, from which Ley broke through, but was ,veIl collared
by Sanctuary i. A strong forw?rd rush ended in NIansel-Pleydell
kicking dead, but a minute later the Out-houses were again
dangerous. The House forwards wheeling splendidly transferred
play to half-way. Here Ley was enabled to feed his three-quarters,
and Barrow made an excellent opening for Smith, who was well
collared by Morrison in the House twenty-five. Daniel was
next prominent in a loose rush which was well stopped by
Hodges, and nothing further was scored before half-time (3-0).
On resuming Rutherfurd kicked off against the wind, and
Sanctuary found touch with a splendid punt. From the line out,
'Yard broke away but was unsupported, and from an ensuing
grovel Bennett ii found touch. \Vright was conspicuous at the
line-out and a moment later in a forward rush, which transferred
play to the House twenty-five. The School forwards were
playing a splendid game, heeling, wheeling, and rushing in
wonderful style. Sanctuary and Plant showed up well in defence,
and a good rush by 'Yard and Hempson brought play into the
School twenty-five. The School forwards worked theIr way back
and kept the House in their own twenty-five for almost all the
remainder of the game, and Bennett nearly scored, the ball
going dead. From a grovel in the House twenty-five Ley
dashed through, Hornidge I converting (8-0). Play settled in
mid-field and Bashall relieved with a good kick. The School
again worked back, but :'Iorrison, gathering smartly, broke
through the School three-quarters and put the House on the
attack with a good kick. Smith brought relief and play once
more settled in the House territory, where Ley again broke
through, Rutherfurd failing with the kick, (II -0). Ley again
put his three-quarters on the move, but the passing broke down.
A minute later they were on the attack again, and Hornidge
made a good opening for Douglas who raced over with a splendid
try, the kick failing (q-o). This was the end of the scoring.
The Two Cock deserved to win by more, though the defence
of the light House outsides was very good and plucky throughout.
Horne, Daniel, Rutherfurd and Mansel-Pleydell were the best
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perhaps of a splendid lot of forwards, while Ley at half played
a great game. Of the backs, Morrison saved we1l and pluckily,
Bu1l having practically nothing to do.

Final Score Two Cock I goal 3 tries (14. pts). School
House nil.

--:0:--

THREE COCK.

The 'Three Cock' was played on Saturday, March lItho
The Schoolhouse side played without Catt, while Scott was
absent from the Outhouses. Mr. D. VV. Evans was referee.

Parry-Jones won the toss from Ross, and Rebbeck kicked off
against a moderate wind from the School end. The House
forwards settled down much more quickly than their heavier
opponents, and in the first few grovels managed to keep control
of the ball. Following a long punt into touch by Cole, a free
kick to the School, and a long dribble by Knox nearly resulted
in a score, but Ross touched down. The drop-out was we1l
f01l0wed up by the House forwards and they gradually worked
the ba1l down to the School twenty-five. Hodges made a fine
opening and passed to James, who nearly succeeded in scoring,.
but was pulled down outside the line. The House kept up a
continual pressure until Bertram, from a pass just outside bis
own twenty-five, after a palpable knock on, dribbled right up the
field, out-paced Morrison and scored far out (3-0).

The School forwards now began to get together and got the
ball out to Jesson, who sent Bertram nearly in, but Ross brought
him down on the line. The pressure was gradua1ly relieved,
but .lesson running round the grovel in mid-field made a fine
opening for Rawlins who scored a good try near the touch line
(6-0). Soon after the kick-out Parry-Jones feU heavily, and retired
with a broken c01lar bone-but the School forwards were sti1l
a match for the House, owing to their superior strength: the
House, however, were very skilful in getting the ba1l back to
their halves, who kicked too much instead of opening up the
game. Nothing further was scored up to half-time.

On the resumption of the game the House were the first
to attack, Gater heading some dangerous rushes. But a forward
rush of the School headed by Knox who worked very well in the
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Teams ;-

open brought the ball back. Hodges saved well and Bond
cleared by a long kick into touch. Then followed give and take
play in mid-field, both sides flagging a little after the very fast
play of the first half. The School at length worked down to the
goal line and Carrington mi. slipped over in the corner (9-0).
Then the House made a strong attack, and Ross nearly got
through, but was collared hy Carey after a fine individual effort.
The School forwards worked the ball back and Shaw nearly
scored. Then play settled down near the House twenty-five,
until Carey pickt:d up in the loose and slipping past Hodges rushed
over the line and scored between the posts. The goal was kicked
(14-0). The House were now well beaten, but made great
efforts to reduce the score against them. They were gradually
pressed back hy the weight of their opponents, and when the
whistle blew' no side' the School were again attacking.

For the winners, Jesson at half did excellent work in opening
up the game for the three-quarters, of whom Carey was clearly
the best, while RawIins was also most useful: in the grovels,
Macgillycuddy and Shaw did most work, May and especially
Knox were conspicious in the open.

For the House, Ross worked his hardest to stem the tide
of disaster and was clearly the best man on the field. Hodges
and Bond also did well at three-quarters. Cole did good work
at half, although he might perhaps have made more openings
for Ross and Bond. In the grovels Gater, Hempson, \Valter,
\Vard and Duke all did honest work, and as they were over
matched for strength the plucky fight they made was the more
praiseworthy.

The game was a very bright one to watch, full of incident,
open, and closer than the final score seems to indicate. It was
fought with great energy and unfailing good temper.

The Cup thus passed to Mr. King's House, after a tenure
of six years by the Schoolhouse.

School House XV.

R. l\Iorrison, back; E. F. Bond, A. H. Ross (Captain),
J. F. Hodges, C. N. James, three-quarters; G. L. Cole, \V. H.
Bashall, half-backs; C. Ho Gater, G. O. Hempson, H. E. Duke,
R. M. Ward, W. A. WaIter, E. C. Crichton, D. Bennett, T. V.
Rebbeck.
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Three Cock XV. (Killg's, Wildlllan's, Bell's).

\V. Napier, back; J. N. Bertram, C. O'D. Carey, E. F.
Rawlins, H. B. Carrington, three-quarters; H. E. Carrington,
R. W. Jesson, half-backs; G. G. Rutherfurd, H. G. May, W. C.
\Vright, \V. E. Shaw, J. H. Knox, F. S. Drewe, O. Parry-Jones,
(Captain), A. R. MacGillycuddy, forwards.

CHARACTERS OF THE X~

A. H. Ross. Has made for the 2nd year a most excellent
Captain, both on the field and off it, and is greatly to be con
gratulated on his two XV's. Is himself a most useful, and
occasionally brilliant, three-quarter. Tackles well and kicks
and runs very strongly His place will be no easy one to fill
(10-10).

K. c. LANGAARD. A strong and heavy forward, who greatly
improved as a leader of forwards as the season advanced. Has
learned to use his weight to greater advantage in tight scrim
mages, and was often dangerous in the open. Dribbles fairly
closely, but not at sufficient speed. Fair at line out (12-12).

A. G. CRICHTON. A good forward of the robust type.
\Vorks hard and is always to be seen in the thick of the fray.
Good at the line-out. Must improve in his dribbling. if he is to
become an absolutely first-class player (12-4-).

G. L. COLE. A much improved and most useful half.
Very neat with his hands, and is a fine dribbler. Kicks also
beautifully into touch. Has hardly learned the importance of
making openings by feinting and other devices. A little weak
in detence (10-2).

H. S. SCOTT A greatly improved forward. Generally
played well, and in one match brilliantly. Very fair out of
touch and a good tackler. Not yet a good dribbler (12-2).
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G. C. CATT. Still needs nothing but increased weight and
strength. Plays himself always to a finish, shoving, tackling
and dribbling right through every game (lO-7).

O. PARRY-JONES. An honest and hard working forward.
Not often very conspicuous in the open, except in tackling, he
is nevertheless always doing his best, and on the ball (lO-lo).

E. F. BOND. Came on very much as wing three-quarter,
and frequently combined nicely with his centre, Ross. Dashing
and plucky, he is rather lacking in pace for a wing. Cross
kicked occasionally with considerable accuracy and judgement
(10-2).

C. O'D. CAREY. A promising young player, who has done
good service as a centre. Defence at present is his strong
point, but he not infrequently made clever openings for his wing.
Collars and stops rushes pluckily. A poor kick (10-6).

A. R. MACGILLYCUDDY. A light but excellent forward.
Hardly so conspicuous later in the season, but always a most
genuine worker, coming straight through the scrimmage with
the ball in the good, old style (lO-6).

C. H. GATER. Another light and good forward. \Vorks
hard and, gifted with agood wind, keeps going hard till the very
end. Tackles very well, but is slow in the open (lO-4). .

\V. E. SHAW. Shows considerable promise. \\'hilehe is
a hard "'orker in tight scrimmages, he improved greatly in open
play. Should be most useful another season (rr-6).

G. \Y. JEN:-:INGS. A light and plucky half, who, towards
the end of the season, came on much and began to make good
openings for his backs by clever feinting-sometimes screw
kicked neatly into touch. Rather weak in tackling (g-lO).

E. F. RAWLIKS. A small and light full back, who, beginning
weakly, ended up quite soundly in all save tackling-which
was never strong. A very neat fielder and an accurate kick
(9-6).

J. H. KNOX. Heavy and fast, will, with more staying
power, make a good forward. Can dribble very neatly. Played
wing three-quarter with certain success, though lacking in
defence. A good punt (12-0).
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THE FOOTBALL SEASON, 1904-5.

[APRIL,

The football season, which lasts longer at Sherborne than
at most Schools, is over, and in looking back little but satis
faction need be felt.

The XV., into whom Ross instilled his own energy ana
keenness, proved an excellent one, and, in spite of its defeats,
at the hands of Clifton College and Tonbridge-in the former
of which bad luck played a large part-must be reckoned as the
best all round side the School has had for many years. Sound
almost throughout, its chief strength lay in the forward pack,
which, while possessing no dribblers of the Smith and Homfray
class, beat every side opposed to them, with the exception of a
strong O.S. eight. They performed badly on no single occasion,
and their play, distinctly good against Tonbridge, St. Paul's and
Llandovery rose to absolute brilliancy against Clifton Club.
The names of this famous eight deserve to be handed down to
posterity, as an example of what dash, grit and keenness can
achieve, when supplemented by strength and weight. K.
Langaard, A. G. Crichton, H. S. Scott, G. C. Catt, O. Parry
Jones, A. R. MacGillycuddy, C. H. Gater, \V. E. Shaw. There
is no reason why many of these should not make their name
some day in class football.

They had but one fault-and that a serious one-an in
capacity to heel out neatly. This doubtless prejudiced the play
of the men behind the scrimmage, who, except for one or two
notable exceptions, were not very dangerous in attack. Yet for
this the halves, who naturally suffered through the often
slovenly heeling, must also be held responsible to some extent.
Lacking originality and enterprise they failed to make many
good openings for their centres, until quite the end of the
season, when a marked improvement was visible in this respect.
Yet, apart from this, Cole and Jennings made a very useful pair
of halves, who saved their forwards frequently by well judged
and accurate kicking, and, when the opposing defence was at all
weak, knew well how to take advantage of it. Playing in
variably behind winning forwards, their defence was never
severely tested. Perhaps we may be allowed at this point to
offer a tribute of praise to the Tonbridge captain-Colley-who
is certainly far the best School half the School has played
against for many years, and who certainly won the game for his
side against us.
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As for our three-quarters they may be called sound, though
we needed an adequate left wing. Carey was most plucky and
successful in defence, and with greater pace another year will
make a fine player. Ross was occasionally brilliant, and his
dropped goal in a difficult position in a School match was a feat
which will not easily be forg-otten. He also defended soundly
and kicked powerfully, while for powers of organisation and
leadership the School has never han a better captain. Bond
lacked pace for a wing three-quarter, but rendered excellent
service and scored many a dashing try. His cross-kicking
should be imitated-and has been in House matches-by young
players.

After g-reat initial difficulties in finding a full back, Rawlins
was unearthed and proved distinctly useful.

Opponents. Points For. Points Against. Result.

G. M. CareyEsq's. XV 6 3 Won.
Castle Cary ...•.••.••.•.....• 28 •••••••••••••• 6.: ...•....Vlon.

Bath ., •.••...•••.••.••...••. 8.••••••.•.•... 14 ••..•.•... Lost.
Clifton College 9 u Lost.
Llandovery College 28 3 \Von.
Tonbridge School 9 15 Lost.
St. Paul's School .•..•••.•••. 41 .••.••••....•. 0 ••••.•.••• \Von.
Clifton Club u u Drawn.
Merton College, Oxford 24 12 Won.
Castle Cary ••••..••..••...••. 9•....•.•...... 0 •••••••••• Won.
Old Shirburnians 0 22 Lost.

Matches Played 11. Won 6. Lost 4. Drawn 1.

Points For 173. Points Against 97.

And what about future prospects? The House matches
have revealed much energy all round and considerable promise
in forward play, but the exhibitions of outside play support the
idea that, after three distinctly good seasons, we are about to be
confronted with some lean years. Many of our tried veterans
are leaving us before another season, the younger players have
rather succeeded in veiling their talent, but' uno avolso, well,
you know the rest '-to quote our Sherborne bard. Mean
while, most of us are growing larger and wiser, and we shat
start another season with a sober confidence.
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THE STEEPLECHASES.

[APRIL,

Run on Wednesday, March 22nd. The start was from the
usual field by Green Lane, but higher up than usual. The
runners went for the first hedge at a great pace, Cole leading
through the first gap, closely followed by Bartleet and Ruther
furd. The course was much the same as usual, three or four
fields bringing the competitors to the first stream and the
beginmng of their troubles, Cole ma., who had been leading
so far, and had set a good pace, now dropped back, and Gater,
who had lost several places at the first hedge, took the lead. A
small jump and twenty yards of level brought the runners to
the first really awkward spot, a single gap with a very bad
take-off carrying them over the second stream. Over a stiff hill
with heavy going the 'field' began to thin out, Gater still
leading with plenty to spare, followed by Rutherfurd and
Terry ma, Over the top of the hill, across a boggy bit of level,
sharp to the left down a short lane, over the gate and to the left
again, and the run home commenced. The leaders came down
the hill at a good pace, a good take-off making the water-jump
at the bottom fairly easy. Then came the worst bit of all, up
the long low hill with the ground as heavy as possible and no
wind to spare. On they struggled, and at last reached the top,
then down into the dip and up again into the last field but one.
Three hundred yards away fluttered the white flags, but that
hill had taken it out of them cruelly. Here the runners were for
the first time visible to those' at home,' and it was seen that
Gater held the lead, with Terry ma., and Rutherfurd close
behind. Gater finished a good first without distressing himself
much, Terry and Rutherfurd coming in second and third
respectively without much between them.

. The time was good considering the heaviness of the ground.

The Junior course branched 9ff to the left after the second
stream, cutting off the first hill and running into the Senior
eourse again on the long hill after the third jump. Smith iii.
won by fifteen yards, and would have won by more had he not
gone out of his course about half-way. Sanctuary mL, who ran
very pluckily, finished second, with Pennefather some distance
behind third.
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POINT-Ta-POINT.

Run on Saturday, March 25th. The course was from the
Turn-pike on the Bristol Road, past the Rabbit Warren,
and straight across country to the top of the Oborne Downs.
The ground was very heavy, and it rained incessantly from
start to finish. Dunkin's finished winners by four points, the
places being as follows :-

Boyne 21
Bartleet .. 6}- DUNKIN'S (15) First
Powys 7)

Terry, i. .. 11
Haynes, i. 4}- BELL'S (19) Second
Scott 14)

Benne!t, iii. Il}Carey KING'S (20) Third
Grove

B1ackburne

InWildman ., WILDMAN'S (32) Fourth
Drewe

Hodges ., IO~
Hempson .. Il SCHOOL-HouSE A-K (34) Fifth
Benne!!, i. 13)

SCHOOL NEWS.

The Captain of Games desires to express his cordial thanks
to all masters who have assisted in that department, as referees,
touch judges, or any other way.

The following have been presented with their colours;
1st XV. J. H. Knox. 2nd XV. H. G. May, H. G. Rutherfurd,
C. E. Ley, G. O. Hempson, H. B. Carrington, J. F. Hodges,
R. M. Ward, H. E. Duke, W. A. WaIter, W. C. Wright, D.
Bennett, A. H. Daniel.
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At Aldershot, C. H. Gater has won the Public Schools'
Silver Medal for boxing (Light Weights): and K. C. Langaard
has maintained his last year's championship in the Heavy
\Veights. The reader will find elsewhere details of the com
petitions.

The School has been formally inspected by Government
deputies in view of admitting its members to the qualifications
of leaving certificates. No official announcement has been
made as yet on the results.

For the rest-Measles and Hockey.

TO THE FIRE BRIGADE.

Hail, all Hail, ye ' \Vater Babies'
And ac::ept our modest lay

For we all rejoice to see your
Catasbestical array!

Would that we might thuswise brandish
Fifty yards of belching hose,

What a pride to all our friends, and
What a terror to our foes!

How we covet all the glory
Of a brazen helmet's sheen!

(You will wear such, we conjecture),
But in this we're not so keen-

Soon shall come a great awakening,
(If the birdlets tell us true),

Night alarms which will no doubt be
Relished by a modest few!

With what rapture, semi-vested,
With you thro' your bedroom door,

Dancing down the chilly passage,
While the grosser flesh doth snore!
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Yet when loud shall sound the fire-call,
And the bugle's brazen blare,

Let no tinge of rude disorder
Your calm dignity impair.

Hut bethink you of your helmet,
(Beauteous Brass !)-The fire may wait,

Let the skill-less overwhelm it,
Then your orders you'll dictate.

Thus perchance, 0 gentle firemen,
You may win some sweet renown,

Some sweet kudos in the paper,
As our heroes of the town!

O.S. NEWS.

53

J. M. l\IcEnery recommended for good service in Thibet.

Rev. J. H. F. Peile has been appointed examining chaplain
to the Bishop of Worcester.

The Right Hon. G. W. Balfo:.Ir, M.P., President of the
Local Government Board has appointed Mr. R. H. A. Gordon
Duff to be his private secretary.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER.

Dear :Mr. Editor,

This term an attempt was made to collect O.SS. at Cam
bridge together, and one or two meetings were held. Mr. R. R.
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Adamson got up a XV., and we played a strong Trinity scratch
team, winning by a goal and a try to two tries. A smoking con
cert followed, which was successful to a degree. I am afraid I
cannot give you news of each man up here, as term is over and
I have no notes of their doings. I must congratulate Goldsmith
on rowing in Jesus 1st Lent boat. I hear great things are
expected of him, especially if the C.V.B.C. favour the Jesus
style of rowing. R. R. and \V. Adamson are in the Trinity XV.
Powys, in the Corpus XV., Gotto, Hodges and Robinson in the
Queen's XV. R. R. Adamson rowed in the Trinity Rugger
boat in the Lents. Muir is interested in the canine race. In
fact, in whatever college there is a Shirburnian, he represents
his college at some form of athletics. Oke and Roxby box.
Muir is running for a first in the History Tripos. Moore alter
nately astonishes his instructors by turning up at their lectures,
or evades the police traps on the road to Warboys. The Gordon
Bennett should be his ultimate goal. One Greathead plays for
the Clare XV., another for Christ's XV. Harrison plays hockey
for Caius n. Stutfield is in great demand at smoking concerts.
Browne and Gibbs have given new life to Magdalene. Further
my memory does not go. You must excuse 'the unceremonious
way of treating so august a band, but I can't remember every
one's initials. Congratulations to Stewart on his scholarship at
Sidney. There is plenty of room for O.SS. at Sidney. At
present we are one. Bambeq~er was in great form at the
Boxing, and made up for last year's ill-luck. \Ve have no
orator in the Union. Ellis and Muir are seen, but not heard.
Perhaps it is because the Debating Society degenerated into
Private Reading Clubs. I hear that E. A. R. Wilson of St.
John's, Oxford, has brought out a book, which contains a Maori
legend among other Rood pieces. Congratulations to Mr.
\Vildman on his St. Ealdhelm. The beam stretching needs
some believing. Next term most of us have Triposes or M.B's.
In fact, the time is unpleasantly near.

Your Cambridge Correspondent.

OXFORD LETTER.

Dear Sir,
The disease most prevalent among Shirburnians here is

'ataraxia.' Most of us progress, if we do progress, along the
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same lines as we have ever done, and the Isis seems in no imme
diate danger of conflagration. We have pleasant little tea
parties of our own; we discuss School affairs, and rejoice at or
deplore the result of the Two-cock. Indeed, we are very much
like ourselves. But let not the aspiring present think that the
past has become slack: far from it. We show our energy in
many ways, which give us ample scope for our powers, though
they may be hard to record in graphic language, and may fail
to attract the public gaze. Some of us rival Charon in the ease
with which we make our punt travel ACROSS the stream, or like
the gentleman in Lucretius rejoice to sit in warmth and safety
close against the bank and watch around us the wreck of sailing
boats and dingeys in the sudden squall. We are simple souls:
a scratch-four contents us: to WATCH the nimble eight is our
delight: nay more, to run beside it and cheer our toiling com
rades on. But, sir, to particulars: J. M. Fletcher is grappling
with his' Greats' work. W. T. Potts may be found endeavour
ing to decipher shorthand. E. B. A. Somerset is said to belong
to seven societies and to have a meeting every night, P. E.
Rebbeck studies Greek art at the Ashmoleum, and mediceval
buildings under the guidance of the Architectural Society. M.
Child is a conspicuous member of his college, and J. D. E.
Richards revels in an inter-collegiate literary society of his own
creation. A lmowledge of Aeneid V. makes us all the more
eager to congratulate R. J. Bamberger on his latest victory, and
we look for greater things yet. Before this appears in print we
hope to hear that K. C. Langaard has again annihilated his
opponents, and we wish C. H. Gater good success at Aldershot.
\Ve are told that J. Homfray intends to come up to Merton in
October, a college where Sherborne will then be strongly repre
sented in athletics by men of whom we expect great things.
Lastly, sir, we hope that it is not too late to congratulate G. C.
L. Lunt on his exhibition at Exeter.

\Vishing you the best of weather for the Sports,
\Ve remain, yours very sincerely,

OXONIENSES.

THE SOPHISTS.

On Saturday. March {th, the' Sophists' met in the School
house Reading Room, to read Gilbert's' Palace of Truth.' The
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meeting may be put down as a very great success: the reading
throughout was good and the play is an amusing one. The
Reading of Gilbert by the Sophists marks a new departure, and
it is much to be hoped that some more of that author's Plays
will be found suitable for future occasions.

The' Palace of Truth' was of a convenient length and was
finished in an hour and twenty minutes.

The parts, set by Lunt, were as follows:-

King Phanor C. KING.
Prince Philamir \V. A. \YELLS.
Chrysal REv. C. O. BEVAN.
Zoram ]. R. \VALTERS.
Aristaeus '" ]. LEE-WARNER.
Gelanor '" ]. V. DRL'ITT.
Queen Altimire F. V, MERRIMAN.
Prince Zeolide F. B. PELLY.
Mirza R. M. 'vVARD.
Palmis E. BENISON.
Azema H. BEWES.

CORPS NOTES.

During the Easter term the doings of the Corps are
naturally rather common place, and there is very little to say
concerning them. However to begin: there ought to have
been a field day at Aldershot on March 9th, but owing to
lack of volunteers we were unable to go. It seems a pity that
we failed to put in an appearance this year, but, as the field day
in this term is generally productive of numerous colds and
coughs, perhaps it is just as well. However, if it could be
brought about that members on joining must guarantee to
attend field days unless it is absolutely impossible, all chance
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of a repetition of the recent fiasco might easily be done away
with. \Ve only hope there will be a large number willing to go to
camp this year, and we strongly advise those who are in doubt
about the matter to make up their minds and go.

The old field service caps have now been abolished and in
place of them we have the latest army pattern which closely
resembles the officers' caps. Their chief drawback is that they
are rather hot for marching in. .

There was a sham fight on Thursday, March 30th, at
Corton. No officers took part in this, except to act as umpires,
and instead Colour-Sergeant Ross and Sergeant Carrington
took command of A and B companies respectively. The fight
took place at Corton, the object of both sides being. to gain
information of the main body of the enemy and if possible to
capture the opposing advance guard. The last part of the
programme failed as there was not sufficient space between the
boundaries to allow of any flanking movements. 'A' Company
however succeeded in repulsing their opponents and were just
finishing a brilliant charge up a hilI when the cease fire was
sounded. The losses on both sides were decidedly heavy,· at
least so the umpires said. This fact may be largely accounted
for by the narrowness of the boundaries on the scene of action
and the distressing lack of cover afforded to the combatants.
The main result of the battle was indecisive.

Dunkin~s Section have now changed places with Bell's so
that the former is No. 4 Section of' A ' Company and the latter
is No. of. of' B' Company.

Colour-Sergt. Ross was unable to enter his Section for the
competition owing to the depopulation of its ranks by measles.

The terminal Drill and .Musketry Competition, held on
April 4th, was judged by Major Rowley and decided as follows:

DRILL.

1st No. 2 Section (Corp. Drewe) Marks 285
2nd

"
I

"
(Sergt. Carrington)

" 270

3rd " 3 "
(Sergt. Bond)

"
260

~lUSKETRY.

1st No. 3 Section (Sergt. Bond) l\Iarks 280
2nd

" I "
(Sergt. Carringtan)

" 250

3rd " 2 "
(Corp. Drewe) ". 245
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS' COMPETITION
AT ALDERSHOT.

A few weeks before the date of the above Competition, we
were faced by a piece of very bad luck. Lucas, who partnered
Bennett ma. last year, hurt his arm and could not recover in
time to represent the School. But C. O' D. Carey very pluckily
came forward, and with little more than a fortnight's practice
worked so determinedly that the pair eventually came out 18th
out of 37 Schools competing.

Bennett's work was done, so we are informed, in most
finished style, and he must have been one of the best gymnasts
present, though we have not yet received the individual marks;
while all credit is due to Carey for the sportsmanlike way in
which he played up for the School.

In the Fencing (foils) we were represented by Hempson,
who reached the semi-final, but then met his match.

But our great triumph in this Competition was the securing
of two firsts in the Boxing-Langaard and Gater, in the heavy
weights and lightweights respectively. The first named, it
may be remembered, won the same event last year; he is a tall,
powerful hitter with a long reach, and defeated the only
competitor who ventured to enter the lists against him, Mews
of Harrow School, in fine style: in fact, the heat was stopped
before the end of the third round. No member of the School
has ever before won two years running, at any weight, at
Aldershot; and we heartily congratulate Langaard on his
record.

Gater competed last year at the same weight (ten stone and
under) but was unsuccessful: this year he achieved an ample
revenge, defeating representatives from Haileybury, Felsted,
and Clifton, two of whom, such was his vigour, he succeeded in
, knocking out.' He is a very active boxer, possessed of a good
reach, great determination, and an excellent ' wind'; and never
fails to come up smiling even after the most desperate
encounter. Both he and Langaard reflect great credit on
Sergt. Taylor and Dick Jordon-the latter of whom, trainer of
many well known boxers, and instructor at the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, was engaged for the last fortnight to give
the finishing touches, and took his charges up in the pink of
condition.
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Two firsts in the same year in this Competition constitutes
a record for the School. During the last two years, Sherborne
can place no less than four wins to the credit of her sons.

EPIGRA~1.

(Oil a virulmt speech by the Liberal leader).

o Henry Campbell B.
Your versatility's immense,

For you take your stand on railings,
\Vhile you sit upon the fence!

M.

GYMNASIUM NOTES.

The House Gymnasium Competition was held on :Monday,
l\Iarch 27th. Mr. King's House were represented by the same
trio as won the Cup for them last year; and only Schoolhouse
A-K felt themselves able to enter the lists against them.
For the challengers, Bennett ma., did some beautiful work, and
was fairly well backed up by Cole ma., and Hodges-the latter
of whom had only been able to give a very short time to
practising; but their united efforts were unavailing against the
very level performances of Carey, Bennett mi., and Bertram,
the Cup holders. A list of marks is given below.

It was not thought desirable to hold any Open Competition
this term: partly because with several old colours still in the
School, no one else shO\ved sufficient promise to justify any
more such decorations being given: and partly because Lucas
-Bennett ma.'s only serious rival-had hurt his arm and could
not compete. In order, however, to excite greater interest in
the gentle art of self defence, a boxing Competition-at weights
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of g-st. 6-lbs. and under-was held on Saturday, April 1st.
There were three entries--Morrison, Hodges and Daniel!. The
last-named easily defeated Morrison, who made a very fair show
for a beginner; and after Hodges had boxed a bye, the final
produced a gruelling encounter. After some hard knocks had
been given and received, the judges decided in favour of Daniell,
the more experienced boxer, who put in some good two-handed
work. \Vith more practice, Hodges should do well next year;
he has a good reach and some staying power, and if he can
cultivate a straight left and learn to save his strength and not
jumpabout the ring unnecessarily, he may emulate the successes
the School has obtained at Aldershot during the last ten years.
The first requisite in a boxer he certainly possesses-plenty of
pluck.

HOUSE COMPETITION.

.
NAMES. Horse Rings Parallel Horizontal Bridge Total

Bars Bars Ladder

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10~,

KING'S

Carey. C. O'D. S 7 9 S~ 9~ 9~ 8~ 6~ 9~ 8 9 10 10 II3

Bennett mi. .. 9 9 8~ 7~ 8~ 8 7~ 3 7~ 7~ 8 9 9 102

Bertram .. 7 5 5 5 7 5 5 3 S 5 7 8 7 77--
292

SCHOOL HOUSE

Bennett, ma. 9 9~ 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9~ 10 10 127

Cole .. .. 8 9 8 3 5 7~ 4~ 5 7! 7 6 7 7~ 85

Hodges .. 6 5 6 4 2 4 2 I 4 4 4 6 7 55
--

267
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Dear Sir,

The Shirburnia1t.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Shirburllian.

6r

I am, Sir,

'Vith the usual apologies.
Yours,

May I suggest a grievance through the medium of your valuable
columns? Surely it is very unfair that the Corps should be prevented from
going to the Aldershot Field Day just because a few members are too slack
or do not take enough interest in it to send in their names. Could it not be
made compulsory that all the Corps should go, in order that those who
enjoy the Field Day should not be deprived of it by a few selfish slackers,
as has been the case for two years running? Hoping to see some such
arrangement made,

Yours, with the usual apologies,

'KEEN.'
(We think this an excellent suggestion. Ed.)

Dear Sir.

Is it possible that next term in the midst of all our celebrations the
most glorious of our School songs, and at such a season the most
appropriate and befitting, I mean the Commemoration Song, will not be
heard? Such an omission I think, and others think with me, would be
greatly deplored by all. Surely the composer of the Pageant Music could
work the song into one of the School scenes without much trouble.

Yours, etc..

R.S.V.P.

Dear Sir.

Surely it is a pity that the great privilege of bathing at other than
school hours should not be extended to gymnasium colours: as it is only
very few enjoy this privilege and there can be no possible objection to two
or three being added to their number. A boy has to practice very
assiduously to win his colours, and could not possibly do it under two
years if he went over to the gymnasium every night. This concession will
answer a two-fold purpose.

Firstly, it will encourage boys to take up gymnastics. and this will be
sorely needed in the coming years: and secondly, it will repay real
perseverance and honest work.

• PRIVILEGE D.'
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The Editor acknowledges with thanks the receipt of
the following contemporaries: - City of London Magazine,
CUftonian, Dovorian, EastboltY1lian, Felstedian, Ha£leyburian, Loret
tonian (3), La/tcing College Magazine (2), Malvernian, Mill Hilt
Magazine, 'National Service JOllrnal, Ollsel (4), Royal Society of St.
George (Annual Report), TonbnOdgian, Wellingtonia1t.

School House (a); Wildman's (b); Dunkin's (c) ;
Bell's (d); King's (f).
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